(u -v) ^y(xi) max (e p /E, h p /D).
The condition on a,\ can be replaced by a{^ -A\ if y'èzO and by ai^Ai if y f ^0. The usefulness of this result and the ease of its proof suggest that it be extended to nonlinear problems, and that is our purpose. We first consider the operator and continuity conditions :
Usually these hold only for u and s/, but in Theorem 1 they hold for every pair of solutions, the constants depending on the pair: The hypothesis (i) can be written in the form
and the hypothesis (ii) in the form
We now suppose the mi are any functions whatever satisfying
A hypothesis H is said to hold "in the neighborhood of the maximum" if to each fixed compact subset SQB corresponds a positive constant, ty, such that H holds at those points of 5 where simultaneously This result (which contains Theorem 1) follows by setting y = ao -aeP° and considering the behavior of p(u -v)-y at its maximum. A similar method yields stability when
the function i£(s) being continuous, nonnegative, and increasing for 5^0. Assuming where w m , like Ui and «*, means (ui, w 2 , * * • , w n ). Denoting the function on the right of (6a) by -ƒ, we set (6b)
Mij^Mu) +fij(v).
THEOREM 4. Le/ r 6e as iw (6), te/ Ru = k(x, u, u v ), and let a and /3
&£ nonnegative constants. Suppose (Mij)^0for Ui~Vi, and further:
The proof follows by consideration of p(u -v)-y, y = max (a, /3). We now assume (ii) the continuity conditions (2) and (7) are flafo'd.
If the coefficients in (6) do not involve the first derivatives then (i) can be replaced by (i') : The matrix (My) ^0 and has only countably many zeros in B. This extension holds if, instead of u, v^C (2 \ we have only existence of (u -v)i at each x for some i = i(x). Theorem 5 implies a uniqueness theorem that strongly generalizes the results of Rellich [3] .
As in [2] the Lipschitz-type terms i4||#»--Vi\\ in Theorems 1, 2 and 5 can be replaced by g(||w™v<||) where the function g(s) is positive, continuous and increasing for s>0, and fods/g(s)= <*>. By requiring
